therefore true; and the correctness of the result thus derived from this interchange of symbols leads to the inference, that if in any linear differential equation capable of being reduced to the form (1 .) or (2 .), and its symbolical solution, be changed into D and D into -.r,we shall obtain another form accompanied by its symbolical solution. Possibly the form so obtained and its solution may not be interpretable; but in every case in which they are interpretable, they will be found to be true; and if, by any transformation, meanings can be attached to those forms which appear to be unin telligible, they also will be found to be true.
It is an essential condition to be observed in all operations in which this process is used, that the solutions are to be preserved in a symbolical form ; or, in other words, that the operations are not to be performed or suppressed. It would mani festly be a source of error to write zero for (<r-1 ).0 , if in a subsequent stage x is to be converted into D.
The process may be conveniently exemplified by applying it to the general equa tion of the first order, <px.Thi-{-'il>x.u='X. ; of which the solution, (the processes being preserved,) is
u = s f t x dx(<px)~vK)},or u=&~xx'D-1(iXx(^x)~lX.).
In this paper I propose to apply the formula (1.), by the aid of Mr. Boole's solution above given, to the discovery of soluble forms of linear equations with variable coefficients; I shall also show that by the use of the conversion of symbols, many forms of solution apparently incapable of interpretation may be made to give useful results; and I shall point out a remarkable connection between the solutions thus obtained and the solutions of the same equations in the form of definite integrals.
Amongst the cases of (4.) which are obviously and immediately interpretable, may be mentioned The solution here given is finite, in those cases only in which m is an integer posi tive or negative. When m is fractional, the undeveloped expression involves frac tional operations.
If however b = -2 c so that the roots are equal, the solution assumes the form u = (^x)-hc*(kx-2m+' + k') without any restriction upon the values of m. The form (7.) deserves particular attention, as it will be found to include the most remarkable of the equations of the second order, which have heretofore been inte grated by artificial methods. The latter form is simply the series before found in the solution of (8.) without the factor x~m. In fact the solution of (8.) is the type of the solution of (7.)> when there is no second term P; for if u = u l is a solution of (8.), u = (^x )~lul is the solution of 
.(4x.X)}y
The important limitation, that A, B, &c. must be whole numbers in order that the operations may be practicable, must not be overlooked; and with reference to this point, the attention of the reader is called to the solutions by means of definite inte grals given in a subsequent part of this paper.
If two or more of the roots a, (3, &c. are equal, we obtain amongst the operations ± C expressions of the form s (d -» r ,which do not appear to be interpretable in fi but the corresponding solution in the form of a definite integral will apply. In order that the factor of u may be expressed in terms of the new variable, we must solve ^= ( .r 2-}-c2)a, and then find .r2-j-c2 in terms of t.
III. Solution o f Equations
For most values of a, the equation between x and t is transcendental; but parti cular soluble cases may be found. 
u = xmz-n^**\D 2 -k2D'2)m-\ x -\ D 2 -k W f f m{x-{m -l)znX ozx»'^(x,y)}}.

J^-kd f+ 2 P x + P --~r -) u =^( x , y) u = x mr^( D 2-k 2D'2)m-1{ x -1(B 2-k2D ,2) -m{x -(m-1h^( x , y ) } } .
* -{ ( D -«D')-A(D -/3D ')-B../(.r,«/)}}.
V. Connection with Definite Integrals.
It is well known that many of the differential equations integrated by the above processes, and whose integrals are in some cases capable of an expression merely symbolical by reason of the number of operations to be performed being fractional, may be integrated generally, when there is no second term, by means of definite integrals. Now with reference to most of the equations of this description here integrated, I have observed that the symbolical form above given is capable of being instantly (and, as it were, mechanically) converted into a definite integral of the form the function <pz being typified in the symbolical solution by the form of the opera tions preceding the factor x~l. There can be no doubt that this remarkable connection between the symbolical solution and the solution by definite integrals is not merely accidental, but is founded upon a similarity in the processes by which they would be respectively arrived at in a general system of solution.
The following considerations are offered as in some measure explanatory of the connection above adverted to. The equation to be solved is of the form In a manner in all respects analogous, it may be shown that the integral of •x} a symbolical solution apparently incapable of rational interpretation, at least in finite terms.
Now if
If however we suppress X, and by a conversion similar to the one before proposed, <pD Jpe changed into < p (-z)
; and x with regard to z and a factor r " be introduced, we shall find that the substitution for gL>'l_L or ^7; and the general result is where 2 denotes summation with reference to and the first summation must be taken between proper limits.
The form of this is u = 2 (...< p (n )...< p (-z-2 ).< p (-z-\).r* between proper limits ; which, changing the sign of z, may be more conveniently written w = 2 (....p (* -2 ).p (* -l).s ").
To verify this, we have s~*u=;2(....<p(z -2).<p(z-I).s(*-1)*) = P*_i suppose, . (p(z -l) .g(*"1> *), the last term being taken between proper limits. Let a, (3, &c. be the roots of <pz = 0 ; then if at one limit z have l-f/3, &c. successively, P*_x will vanish; and z --cc will give a vanishing value at , the other limit. The form of the function must be ascertained by verification. 
Let
